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Santo, TX – Complete Suspension Stage Kits for Classic Corvettes (1963-82)
Shark Bite™ suspension kits for 1963-82 Corvettes are now available. Designed to put
fun in every corner, these kits upgrade C2-C3 Corvettes to the latest in suspension
technology. Offered in four versions - Stage 1 through 4 – enabling an iconic classic to
drive and handle incredibly. All versions bolt directly into place using existing mounting
locations – no drilling, cutting or modification required.
The four separate Shark Bite™ suspension packages include both front coil overs and a
unique rear “rocker” coil over suspension with adjustable ride height, adjustable shock
valving, and a variety of spring rates. A quick release design allows for rear springs to
be changed in just 20 minutes. Kits also have larger front and rear sway bars, as well as
a spreader bar. Upper and lower aluminum control arms round out the top of the line kit.
These light weight a-arms lower the roll center and reduce un-sprung weight to improve
cornering and response. Kits also include optional upgrades for Steeroids™ rack and
pinion steering conversion and Chevrolet C6 ZO6 Corvette brakes for all four wheels.
Shark BiteTM kits improve the driving experience for the full spectrum of drivers’ from
street cruising to full out road racers or anywhere in between. They will transform the
C2-C3 into a machine with modern performance and handling.
About SpeedDirect
Pioneers in improved handling for Corvettes and Muscle Cars, SpeedDirect is the
manufacturer of SteeroidsTM Rack & Pinion Conversion Kits, Shark BiteTM suspension
components for C2-C3 Corvettes (1963-82), as well as Vector SeriesTM handling
components for classic Mustangs. In business since 1994, all SpeedDirect products are
proudly Made in the U.S.A.
For additional information visit the SpeedDirect website at www.speeddirect.com, Call
(888) 425-2776, or email sales@speeddirect.com.
We make classics fun to drive!
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